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Abstract: Colouring the frontglass of photovoltaic (PV) modules via digital ceramic printing aids in
concealing the PV modules when integrated into existing building façades as building-integrated
photovoltaics (BIPV), while admitting sufficient light to produce electricity. This promotes the visual
acceptance and adoption of PV modules as a source of renewable energy in urban environments.
The effective colour of the PV laminate is a combination of the transparent colour on glass and
the colour of the PV cells. This colour should ideally match the architect’s visual expectations in
terms of fidelity, but also in terms of relative PV efficiency as a function of print density. In practice,
these requirements are often contradictory, particularly for vivid colours, and the visual results
may deviate significantly. This paper presents an objective analysis of how colours appear on
ceramically printed frontglass when laminated with a PV module, using an image-based colour
acquisition process. Given a set of 1044 nominal colours uniformly distributed in the RGB colour space,
each printed in 10 opacities, we quantify the range of effective colours observed when printed on glass
and combined with a PV module, and their deviation from the nominals. Our results confirm that the
effective colour gamuts are significantly constrained and skewed, depending on the ink volume and
glass finish used for printing. In particular, blue–magenta hues cannot be reliably rendered with this
process. These insights can serve as guidelines for selecting target colours for BIPV that can be well
approximated in practice.
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1. Introduction

Photovoltaic (PV) modules installed on building envelopes as building-integrated photovoltaics
(BIPV) have increasingly attracted the attention of architects, urban planners and engineers. The dark
appearance of PV modules can however compromise the visual appeal of the building in the context
of its surroundings, particularly in heritage sites [1], thus limiting the adoption of BIPV.

Recent studies have demonstrated the use of coloured photovoltaics for improved visual
integration using different technologies [2–4]. Coating the frontglass using a digital ceramic printing
process [5] is beneficial as the print is partially transparent in the infrared range (depending on the
dye), within which PV modules generate a significant amount of their energy [6].

The viability of the digital ceramic printing approach was demonstrated with an image-based
acquisition and visual validation of computationally matched target colours from the NCS Exterior
Set [7]. In this paper, we apply a similar image-based process to a wider range of colours to quantify the
fidelity with which they are rendered by digital ceramic printing after lamination with a PV module.

Regardless of the technology employed to implement the coloured photovoltaics, no systematic
assessment of the gamut of colours effectively achieved after lamination with PV modules has been
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published. To our knowledge, this is the first such survey. We also lay claim to an innovative
image-based bulk acquisition method to extract the colours as they appear on a simulated laminate,
without actually laminating the printed frontglass with a PV module. We note, however, that our
results are exemplary for a digital ceramic printing process, and may differ with other technologies.

We refer to the colours specified for printing on the frontglass as nominal colours. These are
specified with a variable print density and a fixed (per print) ink volume that determine the colour’s
translucency to the underlying PV module. Since the colours printed on the frontglass will be combined
with the transmitted opaque colours of the PV cells, the observed colours will be considerably different.
We refer to these as the effective printed colours. These colours may appear dark and desaturated,
depending on the translucency. On the other hand, lowering the translucency decreases the electrical
efficiency of the PV module [8]. This implies a trade-off between colour rendering fidelity and PV
performance. As such, the effective printed colours are often the result of a compromise between
aesthetics and function.

Architects and planners are accustomed to specifying colours using prevailing colour
nomenclature such as RAL or NCS, which convey precise expectations for the effective colour of
the PV module. Our goal is to quantify the deviations between the expected and effective colours as
well as the range of useful colours (gamut) obtained with our process, factoring in the ink volume and
frontglass finish. This enables us to predict appropriate choices for coloured BIPV that can meet the
architects’ expectations.

2. Materials and Methods

Our analysis methodology is summarised in Figure 1. It is similar to the process employed in [7]
in that we also use an image-based colour acquisition and a semi-automatic process to extract and
process the effective colours from the captured images. However, we only assess the results objectively
rather than also visually. More significantly, our method systematically explores the entire gamut
attainable within the physical limits imposed by the ceramic printing process, rather than attempting
to approximate a selected subset of target colours.

Our methodology is comprised of five steps, which are detailed in the following sections:

• nominal colour generation,
• printed sample manufacture,
• effective colour acquisition,
• effective colour extraction, and
• effective colour gamut assessment.
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Figure 1. Overview of our coloured photovoltaic (PV) rendering analysis methodology.

2.1. Nominal Colour Generation

We selected a set of ca. 1000 colours uniformly distributed in the RGB colour space and arranged
them on 12 grids, each 60 × 60 cm2 in size, for printing on separate glass panels. Each colour was
rendered in 10 print densities of 10–100% for a total of ca. 10,000 samples. While these colours served
as source data for the printing process, they also acted as reference for comparison with the printed
colours, and are referred to as nominal colours.

The colours were generated by a Python script (colgrid-gen.py) which renders them in grids and
exports them as RGBA TIFFs using the Python Imaging Library (PIL) [9], with the print density
encoded in the alpha channel. Figure 2 shows a sample grid generated with our script. The full set of
image files is available for download as supplementary data in Figures S1–S12. This is accompanied by
Table S1 listing the corresponding RGBA values for each grid colour, indexed by X and Y coordinates.
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Figure 2. A sample grid of 29 × 30 nominal RGBA colours as generated by our script for printing on
glass. Each column contains three unique hues whose print density is varied per row in 10% increments
via the alpha channel. Each colour is indexed by a unique pair of X and Y coordinates.

The script selects the colours to uniformly cover the cubic RGB space. This is achieved by
linearising the 3D RGB coordinates and enumerating them along a space subdividing curve using
Morton codes [10,11]. The corresponding Z-curve meanders through the RGB cube, and is iteratively
traversed in intervals of equal length (see Figure 3). The cumulative traversed curve length at each
iteration serves as a scalar index (the Morton code) associated with the curve segment’s endpoint.
This index is then mapped to the endpoint’s 3D coordinates in RGB space.

Given the desired number of colours and glass panels for the sample set, the script arranges a
subset of the colours in a grid on each panel. The grid layout is optimised to fully utilise the available
space, with the number of colours padded to ensure the layout is consistent over all panels. As such,
the total number of colours is typically rounded up, and as a result our sample set actually contained
1044 colours. In addition, the number of grid rows and columns is adjusted such that each grid
cell (containing a colour sample) is approximately square. In our sample set, each cell measured
20.7 × 20.0 mm2.
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Figure 3. Z-curve subdividing the normalised RGB colour space for nominal colour generation.
Each 3-dimensional RGB coordinate maps to a unique linearised index, the Morton code, corresponding to
the cumulative length of the curve starting at the origin (bottom left) and ending at unity (upper right).

2.2. Printed Sample Manufacture

The nominal colours generated by our script were forwarded to the glass manufacturer as an
RGBA bitmap for printing on glass. Low-iron, high-clarity glass was used in the production of the
printed glass samples. The samples were manufactured by Glas Trösch AG, Bützberg, Switzerland,
by means of a digital ceramic printing technique on a 6-colour DipTech printer. Because the ink
volume used for printing affects the translucency and therefore the saturation of the effective colours,
two sample sets were printed at ink volumes of 10 and 20 picolitres (pl).

While prints on clear glass render colours with optimum contrast, the glass is a potential source of
glare in the built environment when installed as BIPV. In such cases, scattering frontglass surfaces can
be used, which we addressed by including a third set of samples printed on satinated glass with 10 pl.
The outer scattering surface significantly reduces the contrast of the effective colours, thus rendering
them less vividly. The satinated glass finish was manufactured using a chemical etching process.

2.3. Effective Colour Acquisition

In this step, we acquired colour calibrated photographs of the printed glass samples manufactured
in the previous step. Using an image-based approach instead of individual colorimetric readings from the
printed glass samples enabled us to efficiently obtain and automatically process the colours in bulk.

2.3.1. Simulated Lamination

As a prerequisite to the actual capture process, the printed glass samples were prepared to appear
as if they were laminated with PV modules to obtain the effective printed colours.

The absence of an air gap between a laminated frontglass and its PV module results in lower
scattering on the interface and therefore higher contrast. Rather than actually laminating each printed
glass sample with a PV module of sufficient size, a more cost effective alternative was employed to
simulate a laminated appearance. To this end, the samples were placed in a water basin and floated by
2 mm rubber spacers, thereby displacing the air gap, as shown in Figure 4b.

The basin was constructed from black PVC-covered plywood panels with a semi-matte finish,
thus providing a convenient and acceptable visual substitute for a dark gray monocrystalline PV
module. The samples were carefully immersed at an angle to prevent the accumulation of air bubbles.
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For the satinated samples, the waterline was lowered to just cover the lower printed glass surface,
leaving the upper scattering surface dry.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Image capture setup for effective colour acquisition from simulated printed glass PV
laminates (a); Each printed glass panel was immersed in a black semi-matte water basin to simulate the
appearance of a laminated PV module (b).

2.3.2. Image Capture

Photographs of each printed glass sample immersed in the basin were taken under identical and
reproducible conditions. An overview of our capture setup is shown in Figure 4a. We obtained RAW
images from a Canon EOS 5D MkIV DSLR with 24–70 mm lens and fixed exposure setting. The camera
was mounted vertically over the water basin containing the sample. A quartet of Aladdin Bi-Flex LED
studio lights served as illuminants, with a correlated colour temperature (CCT) of 6170 K measured
by a spectrometer (Sekonic Spectromaster C-700). The illuminants were positioned symmetrically at
the corners of the sample, and their individual brightness was adjusted for even illuminance using a
photometer. The acquisition setup was shielded from stray light and reflections with black drapes.

The captures were colour corrected with a custom ICC (International Colour Consortium) profile
generated with the Argyll Colour Management System [12] from a RAW capture of an IT8.7 calibration
target. The ICC profile was then applied to all RAW sample captures in RawTherapee [13]. In addition,
a fixed black point and exposure compensation was applied to match the minimum and maximum
luminances of the IT8.7 target’s neutral patches. These patches were also checked for a linear luminance
distribution in CIE L*a*b* space using ImageJ’s colour transform plugin [14–16].

The colour corrected images were exported as linear 48-bit RGB TIFFs for the effective colour
extraction. Lens distortion was minor and not problematic for the extraction process owing to its
built-in tolerance, and therefore not corrected.

2.3.3. Nominal Colour Compositing

In a process analogous to that described in Section 2.3.1, we simulated a laminate of the nominal
colours with a PV module. Each nominal colour grid generated in Section 2.1 was alpha-composited
with an image capture of the simulated PV module, i.e., the empty water basin shown in Figure 4b.
In analogy to the physical translucency of the printed glass samples, the pixels from the simulated PV
module bitmap were weighted by the alpha channel in the nominal colour bitmaps. We thus obtained
a reference for comparison against the effective printed colours.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Averaged effective colours extracted from the sample grid in Figure 2 printed with 20 pl (a)
and 10 pl (b) on clear glass, and with 10 pl on satinated glass (c). The corresponding effective nominal
colours are shown in (d). Note that these images include the superimposed ROIs from the extraction
script, and are equalised for clarity.

We again used a Python script (colgrid-comp.py) with PIL’s alpha compositing function to blend
the nominal colour grid and the background photograph. The resulting composite images were saved
as 48-bit TIFFs. Because the composites convey the combined appearance of the nominal colours and
PV module, we refer to them as effective nominal colours in analogy to the effective printed colours
obtained from captures of the simulated printed glass laminates. Figure 5d shows the sample grid in
Figure 2 after compositing it with the simulated PV module background used in our captures.

The subsequent effective colour extraction process treated the printed sample captures and the
nominal colour composites analogously; for its intents and purposes, the latter were also considered
photographic captures.
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2.4. Effective Colour Extraction

Having acquired colour-calibrated captures of all simulated printed glass laminates, as well as the
nominal colour composites as reference, we extracted their effective pixel values in RGB colour space.
To this end, we defined regions of interest (ROIs) for each of the 29 × 30 effective printed sample
colours in a captured image, and averaged the pixels within them. This masks pixel noise and minor
printing flaws from contaminants and scratches on the glass substrate. Each ROI covered ca. 50% of a
sample colour’s area to avoid overlapping its neighbour due to inherent positioning errors. In our
acquisition process, a ROI covered ca. 60 × 60 pixels from an overall capture resolution of 4200 × 4200.
Figure 5a–c shows the effective colours extracted from the sample grid in Figure 2 printed on clear and
satinated glass.

We partly automated the extraction process through another Python script (colgrid-extract.py)
using OpenCV’s high-level GUI [17]. The script prompts the user to mark three corners of the sample
grid in each image, and derives the positions of each ROI from these. Minor misalignment due
to rotation of the sample is accounted for with individual vertical and horizontal offsets for each
ROI. The images are imported as matrices, averaged over RGB using Python’s numeric processing
library [18] and exported as text files for subsequent analysis. In addition, the script warns if the
standard deviation over RGB for a cell exceeds a threshold, indicating that its ROI potentially overlaps
with a neighbour.

2.5. Effective Colour Gamut Assessment

Given the extracted effective nominal and printed RGB colours, we converted them to the CIE
L*a*b* colour space with the last Python script in our toolchain (colgrid-lab.py), which performs a colour
space transform using the Python colormath module [19]. In addition, it computes the pairwise colour
difference between corresponding effective nominal and printed colours according to the perceptually
motivated CIE ∆E2000 metric [20] to quantify the fidelity of the effective printed colours.

3. Results

3.1. Effective Colour Gamuts

The gamuts of the effective nominal and printed colours are shown as scatter plots in the CIE
L*a*b* colour space in Figure 6. The colour space is depicted as a 2D projection onto the [a*, b*]
chromatic plane as seen along the L* luminance axis. Neutral grays lie at the origin in the chromatic
plane, while saturation corresponds to radial distance. As a projection, this depiction ignores the
luminance L* since it is under heavier influence of the PV module than the hue, and we assume that
architects are more tolerant towards deviations in perceived brightness than colour shifts.
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Figure 6. Scatter plots of effective nominal (black) vs. printed (red, green, blue) colours in projected
L*a*b* space. The background colours are representative and for orientation only.

3.2. Effective Colour Difference

The pairwise colour difference ∆E2000(cp, cn) between an effective printed colour cp and its
corresponding effective nominal colour cn in L*a*b* space is depicted as scatter plots in Figure 7.
This data was obtained from our colour transform script described in Section 2.4 and categorised by
ink volume and surface finish.

These results are further evaluated statistically according to print density in Figure 8. Each plot
depicts the mean ∆E for all effective colours extracted for a given print density, as well as their
population standard deviation as a measure of error margin. The latter is defined as follows for the set
Ceff of pairs of corresponding effective printed and nominal colours (cp, cn):

σ (Ceff) =

√√√√√ ∑
(cp,cn)∈Ceff

(
∆E2000

(
cp, cn

)
− µ (∆E2000 (Ceff))

)2

|Ceff|
, (1)

where µ(∆E2000(Ceff)) is the arithmetic mean colour difference between all effective colour pairs
in Ceff.
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Figure 7. Colour difference ∆E between effective printed and nominal colours in L*a*b* space for
20 pl (a) and 10 pl (b) on clear glass, and 10 pl on satinated glass (c). The locations of the points
correspond to the effective printed colours.
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Figure 8. Mean and standard deviation of colour difference ∆E between effective printed and nominal
colours as a function of print density for 20 pl (a) and 10 pl (b) on clear glass, and 10 pl on satinated glass (c).

4. Discussion

From the effective colours extracted from the sample grid in Figure 5, it is already apparent
that there are substantial deviations between the effective nominal and printed colours. As expected,
all prints appear noticeably darker and less vivid compared to the corresponding nominal colours due
to the influence of the PV module. More significantly, some colours, notably blue and magenta, are
almost indiscernible, the former being all but absent, while the latter is rendered as similar shades
of red. There are also differences due to ink volume and glass finish; while the 10 pl print is only
slightly less saturated than the 20 pl due to the increased translucency to the PV module, the print on
satinated glass appears substantially desaturated due to scattering on the front surface, and diminished
transmission of the printed backface and PV module.

These initial subjective findings are objectively confirmed by the gamut scatter plots in the
projected L*a*b* colour space shown in Figure 6. It is evident that the effective printed gamuts are
dramatically smaller compared to the effective nominal gamut, the latter covering the RGB volume
as it appears when embedded in L*a*b* [21]. In particular, the printed gamuts for 20 pl and 10 pl
on clear glass, and 10 pl on satinated glass, are progressively reduced. While the nominal colours
are equidistributed within the RGB space, the corresponding printed colours are asymmetrically
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distributed, with a skew towards +b* (red–yellow–green) and obvious compression in the [+a*, −b*]
quadrant (magenta). Consequently, blue–magenta hues are notably under-represented in the effective
printed colours we extracted.

The colour difference distributions in Figure 7 corroborate the gamut findings. ∆E increases
dramatically with saturation (distance from neutral gray at origin), particularly towards the lower
right (magenta) and lower left (blue) quadrants. To put these deviations into perspective, we note
that a colour difference ∆E2000 above 5 is generally considered perceptible by an average observer [22].
With the exception of moderately saturated reds, yellows, and greens printed with 20 pl on clear glass,
the majority of the printed colours deviate well above this threshold. In extreme cases (blue, magenta),
the printed colours bear little resemblance to their nominal counterparts. The colour fidelity of the
10 pl prints on clear and satinated glass, and that of saturated colours in the periphery of the plots,
is particularly poor.

The statistical analysis in Figure 8 clearly shows that the colour difference increases monotonically
with the print density for all ink volumes and glass finishes. This further substantiates the evidence
that saturated colours, resulting from high print densities, exhibit higher deviations. On clear glass,
a reasonable colour fidelity can only be achieved with a print density of up to 20% using 20 pl, or 10%
using 10 pl. While this results in high electrical PV efficiency, the resulting colours are extremely muted.
However, it should also be noted that these statistics are slightly distorted by the disproportionately
large deviations of the blue and magenta hues.

We attribute the generally constrained gamuts to the influence of the PV module at low ink
volumes, as well as surface scattering on satinated glass. The colours are further desaturated, darkened,
and possibly shifted in hue by the tempering and shock cooling of the glass that concludes the digital
ceramic printing process. The problematic gamut skew in the blue–magenta region is attributed to a
relatively low opacity of the blue primary printing colour for a given ink volume, thereby imposing a
physical limit on the density of the blue component.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a quantitative analysis of effective colours from ceramically printed glass as
they appear when combined with a PV module as a simulated laminate. Our image-based approach
allows bulk capture and semi-automatic extraction for comparison with the nominal colours specified
for printing. To serve as a reference for comparison, the latter were composited with a capture of the
simulated PV module.

Our results show that the gamut of effective colours is significantly constrained compared to their
nominal counterparts due to the print’s translucency and resulting visual impact of the PV module.
Reducing the ink volume and/or print density, while increasing the PV efficiency, further constrains
the gamut. Our analysis also revealed that blue and magenta hues are rendered particularly poorly.
Printing on satinated glass offers opportunities for BIPV in environments sensitive to potential glare,
but at the expense of a vastly reduced gamut compared to clear glass.

These findings are further substantiated in our colour fidelity assessment based on the CIE ∆E2000

colour difference metric. We conclude that, without adequate printer calibration and process control,
specific target colours can only be approximated at best. Only moderately saturated shades of red,
yellow, and green printed with 20 pl are rendered within a generally accepted tolerance relevant for
the target group, namely casual observers. Blue and magenta hues are not recommended as the former
render too dark, while the latter render as barely distinguishable shades of red.

We emphasise that these results are representative of the digital ceramic printing technology used
to manufacture the coloured PV samples. To put the results into a broader context for the sake of
comparison, a similar gamut assessment with other coating technologies should also be undertaken.

In the future, these findings may serve as a basis for guidelines in advising architects seeking
innovative BIPV solutions on the choice of colours, and how they will be rendered for a given target PV
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efficiency. Such design decisions could be supported with the creation of a colour catalogue containing
a selection of rendered samples from the effective colours extracted with our process.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2075-5309/8/2/30/s1.
Figures S1–S12: nominal colour grid bitmaps used for printing, Table S1: nominal colour RGBA values.
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